


Planika is the worldwide leader of new trends in the luxurious and intelligent 

fire design. For more than 10 years, the company has been using the real fire as 

a key element to create the atmosphere of warmth and splendor. Planika has been 

appreciated by many architects and institutions in more than 60 countries. With branches 

in Europe and in the USA, the company cooperates with the best designers all over the world, 

for instance Serge Atallah and Christophe Pillet. Planika has been noticed during various and highly 

prestigious events, such as Milan Design Week, Maison et Objet in Paris, ICFF in New York and Design 

Fair in London. 

A B O U T  P L A N I K A

Have you ever thought that combining the newest 

technology with the sense of real fire is possible? In truth, 

it became the most innovative solution of contemporary 

design. Driven by the progressive development, 

Planika comes up with the “Intelligent Fire”. Our 

automatic fireplaces can be controlled remotely 

either with any smart device working over WiFi or 

with the attached remote. The fireplaces are also 

compatible with any type of Smart Home System 

installation.

I N T E L L I G E N T  F I R E



The intelligent fire, now tamed with the patented technology, is the safest option to obtain the ambience 

of real flames that can be utterly controlled. Awarded with several international certifications, Planika 

lives up to the highest standards of safety. There are multiple sensors, e.g. CO2 and temperature, 

that are connected to the microprocessor and guarantee the correct operation of the fireplace. 

Furthermore, thanks to patented BEV technology (Burning Ethanol Vapours technology) 

where there is no direct contact between the fuel and the flame, the fire burns with no 

smoke, no smell and no ash.

Choose Planika, the most innovative and luxurious fire solutions, 

to capture the ambience of real flames. 

Bring your unique idea to live.

S A F E T Y  A N D  Q U A L I T Y

Planika’s fire inserts can be customized to fit any exquisite project. In order 

to meet the unique expectations, various length options of fire inserts are 

available. By placing several units together it is possible to create the endless 

line of real fire, as it took place in several high-class hotels and elegant residential 

projects. With no hard connections and exhaust system requirement, our fireplaces 

give unlimited arrangement possibilities to turn one’s vision into reality. Stylish and 

exclusive, Planika’s fireplaces are perfect for both commercial and residential purposes. 

Our Outdoor line allows to take the mesmerizing beauty of fire outside the apartment. 

Either at the grand gala in the hotel or at the back of one’s garden, Planika brings the touch 

of luxury utterly enhancing the atmosphere of the place. 

F I R E  M A D E  T O  M E A S U R E
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